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ABSTRACT
The scale of web usage is stressing the capacity of the internet infrastructure and leads to poor
performance and low reliability of service. We consider an environment that a WWW multimedia
repository is dealing with a certain different resource type such as audio and video data called
CM(Continuous Media) better than text and image data. Recently, several techniques have been
adopted to reduce the HTTP response time, to improve their reliability and local-balance among
multimedia repositories. One way to improve their performances and reliabilities is to replicate
popular multimedia resources among different repositories. The replication allows the balance of
the clients’ requests among different repositories and enables “cost-conscio us capability” of
multimedia services whereby a surge in a repository load can be handled by dynamically replicating
hot multimedia resources on additional repositories.
Most replication selection algorithms aim at selection of the nearby replicas to either reduce
response time or the load on network links with the HTTP latency time. However, the HTTP
latency time can not sufficiently consider the environment where sizes of the requested resources
are large such as CM data, because the replication repository is selected by the shortest average
HTTP latency time without considering its excess capacity even when serving a enormous sizes of
the requested resources.
This paper focuses on the agent system embedding a new dynamic selection algorithm of the
WWW multimedia replication repositories inspired by the need of improving QoS(Quality of
Services) of delivering multimedia resources without incurring high access delays. It is called the

capacity algorithm with an additional metric, the dispersion of the sizes of multimedia resources. It
must be a metric that considers the capacity of the repository depended on its many parts such as
CPU, memory size, OS, network equipment and so on.
We design the agent architecture that consists of three components, Analyzer, Knowledge Base,
and Automaton with the capacity algorithm which is able to automatically select to multimedia
repositories with good performance and high reliability. The Analyzer collects web- logs of
replicated repositories, calculates some figures by monitoring their capacities, and then periodically
refreshes them on the Knowledge Base. The Knowledge Base also contains information on the
specification of the repositories such as the upper limit of the number of the allowable concurrent
users. The Automaton decides which is the best one for the client’s request by the capacity
algorithm that adapted two metrics, the average HTTP latency time and dispersion of the sizes of
the requested multimedia resources.
As the major achievement of our work, we demonstrate that it is possible to consider the HTTP
latency time as well as the additional metric, PCI(Process Capability Index) Cp, containing
dispersion of the sizes of multimedia resources. It is obtained by very simple numerical calculation
under some assumptions. The capacity algorithm with PCI gives small selection probability for a
replicated repository with large variation of size of the requested multimedia resources, and it gives
large one for otherwise.
We will give the quantitative comparisons with the other algorithms for our further study.
Moreover, we believe that it is extremely important to estimate the HTTP latency average time and
the parameter of the characteristic. So this issue is a subject of our further work with the percentile
method, some bootstrap methods, and EWMA(Exponentially Weighted Moving Average) model.
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